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Mechanical assist can be installed initially or added later. Three 

gear ratios are available to move any size load. Electrical systems 

eliminate any physical effort to move an aisle and can provide 

security and connectivity while delivering a cleaner look.

Mechanical & Electrical Drives

Eliminates tripping hazards caused by elevated tracks. With 

ramp and or deck in place our system provides safety for 

employees, in addition to cart and rolling ladder accessibility.

Optional Ramp or Deck

All of our systems go through 3 checkpoints at the factory 

to ensure the highest quality possible. Your system 

will work trouble free, guaranteed with a...

Because of all of the other reasons 

we’ve given you and more, our system 

is covered for parts and labor against 

manufacturer defects for a full 10 years.

Quality Control

10 YEAR WARRANTY!

NATIONWIDE SERVICE
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800-784-8080
sales@mmistorage.com
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10 Reasons 
Why Your 

Dispensary 
Needs MMI



We can design the entire stockroom or quote from your drawings, it’s up to you! We 

can supply all of your stockroom equipment from shelving to lockers, manager’s 

desks and safes. We are your one stop shop for back of house needs!

From Design to Install

Larger wheels handle more weight. Our standard wheel has a 50% higher capacity than all other 

aluminum systems. Which wheel would you rather have rolling under the weight of your inventory?

Heavy-Duty Carriage Standard

Our insert is the riding surface for the wheel and because it is installed in the field it is continuous! When 

other systems do not use a continuous riding surface, this may cause binding or wheel failure.

Continuous Riding Surface

Cross braces and guide wheels eliminate carriage “racking” which can cause 

binding and undue stress - especially with longer carriages.

Smooth Carriage Movement

Our patented foot brake completely eliminates unwanted system 

movement. Safety concerns are a thing of the past!

Osha Compliant Positive Stop

Tracks are kept clean and free of debris that can impair system movement or cause wheel failure.

Integrated Track Sweeps
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